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Biba Drop Biba Edgy Biba Slim

Individual or in a matching composition, sophistication it’s the look you are getting. Think about Biba if you’re planning an
elegant restaurant, minimalistic hotel lobby, Scandinavian inspired bar, urban retail or even your home dining room and let it

suit your taste.

Combine shapes and colors in an endless fusion of possibilities, which will lead you
from simple and sophisticated, to a luminaire that lets your ideas fly.
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Zoe Uno Zoe Duo

Mix and match your favorite combination of five different shapes and trendy color range
to create something that fits your wishes

like a glove. Finest materials, green technologies, and sophisticated production reflect in top-notch design and give this
decorative element a chance to create an ambient of your dreams.

Whether you are planning a home, a restaurant,
a hotel or a store, Zoe finds its place in minimalistic,

Scandinavian and urban interiors and turns it into something truly beautiful.
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Dawn S 600 Dawn S 800 Dawn FDawn S 1000

Dawn is the perfect luminaire for all romantics who love soft early morning light. Unlike other luminaires which have their light
source located in the centre, Dawn hides its source behind the edge and only reveals soft uniform illumination, comparable to

the morning dawn.

Dawn boasts elegant details such as a single piece frame, delicate edge design and 100% clean interior, with no visible
elements. It’s a luminaire that pays attention to the details by turning a power cable to an eye-catching element and it’s a

perfect example of how to elevate a standard decorative product to a unique lighting experience.
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Black Hole SDI

This is a story of how the light found the way out of the black hole to enlighten your space. Black hole is a perfect luminaire
for all your galaxies – home, office, hospitality. Because of its size and distinct look it has absolutely no chance to stay

invisible.

It is multifunctional. It offers different possibilities of illumination. The acoustic surface reduces noise and improves speech
audibility. With its integrated Bluetooth loudspeaker, you can listen to your favourite music, and its sophisticated design brings

a touch of luxury to your space. Last but not least, the atmosphere it creates might help you find the way out whenever you
feel stuck in a black hole.

Black Hole
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Futon Acoustic Futon O Futon Mirror

Futon comes in three versions. All different all unique all multipurpose.

Futon Acoustic is perfect when you want to combine unique ambient lighting, functionality of acoustics and trendy colours.
Futon O, a shining ring,  makes your walls shine in a different way, while Futon Mirror is a mirror and a lamp all-in-one. Alone

or in a creative composition, Futon gives its best.
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Issa S Horizontal Issa S Vertical

Issa is an opal tube that shines along the entire length. One diameter and a variety of sizes allow lots of creativity in
compositions.

It brings a general illumination to big open spaces, staircases and halls, with a touch of elegance. Due to its smooth milky
surface and important size it stands out like a decorative element also when off.
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Pipes Tube S Pipes Tube C Pipes Tube C
Cluster

Pipes Tube S
Cluster

Pipes Tube is meant to enhance the space. As a strong decorative element, it draws atten tion. Still, its form is simple enough
to blend in with the surroundings.

A variety of sizes and colours allow you to be creative in compositions and to add a personal touch to every space.
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Vitka Suspended Vitka Floor Vitka Table

They say it’s a thin line between elegance
and confidence, but we say that there

doesn’t need to be any line at all, and have this all together. Thanks to its technological flexibility, Vitka is one of our most
elegant luminaires, without even asking for the title. 

Discover the variety of Vitka’s applications when you’re creating an office, a reception,
a hospitality or at home, and prepare to a

big surprise made by such a small luminaire.
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Product PartsGramm S

Gramm is elegant and focused, meant to enlighten only what is needed. It is round-shaped, and its main feature is the
possibility of rotation which allows a lot of flexibility. When you want a pleasant indirect light, you simply rotate it up with one

move.

A name, a guarantee. Gramm will always bring a feeling of feather lightness to the space. Because Gramm is light, period.
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Glazer

Glazer SDI

With its minimal shape, Glazer responds to your needs for great illumination. The soft edge design allows you to reach a high
visual comfort and low glare by making a soft transition of the light on the frame.

It is an extremely functional luminaire, more than perfect for those who want something simple and smart. Its design has
nothing more to add and nothing left to take away. This is where its beauty comes from.
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Minus SMinus Square Minus C

This family range can play many roles. Arranged in various compositions it can become the source of creativity, whereas,
when placed in an organized setting it brings order and structure.

With the »light around« effect, Minus brings
a new dimension in low ceiling spaces.

By illumi nating the ceiling itself, the ceilings become visu ally elevated and appear much higher.
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Vitka Floor

Night&Day is designed for spaces where
one line just isn't enough. It's a luminaire

that introduced a new way of joining two functionalities (direct and indirect) in a composition that changes by turning.
And that's what we call flexible.

When is once installed it's never the same, creating the distinctive look we are talking about. It can be used as a single
luminaire

or in composition, that allows new possibilities of application.

Night&Day
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Mocca S

Mocca is a lumianire that goes beyond black and white, presenting a simple design and a color accent that underlines
everything Mocca stands for. It's 100% designers piece that can easily provide a high-quality illumination with a combination

of direct and indirect light, which makes Mocca your next favourite companion.

It's perfect for offices or hotel receptions, not only because of its looks that can be easily incorporated into any interior but
also because of its high visual comfort and low glare. Mocca doesn't need a flattering presentation. It's charming enough by

itself.

Mocca
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Kalis C/S Kalis W

Kalis SDIKalis RV

Kalis RI

Kalis family range is so universal and flexible, that even with repetition of the same product, individuality and originality can be
achieved on projects.

The basic shape, which allows the creation of infinite patterns, the ability to match and its carefully designed details give Kalis
the potential to become one of your favourites.
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Wave SDI Wave C/S

From classical form to an artistic drawing with irregular lines and round objects, Wave gives you the privilege of doing it as
big and as bold as you want. Wave is a perfect pick for big fluid spaces as it can easily chase the architecture and gives

your visitors a reason to look up.

Use a quarter or an eight of a circle and combine it with straight lines of Gyon, creating something that’s completely unique
and fits your needs.
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Random S Random SDI

Random is created to enhance the look of modern open ceilings, turning them into something dynamic! And it all starts with
using straight lines and bringing them together into a composition that works best for open spaces that need a secondary

ceiling.

This luminaire is a perfect fit for retail, modern offices and even hospitality environments, not only because of its distinctive
look, but also

because of high-quality general illumination that’s an absolute must for every highly efficient environment. And when you get
to know it, you will definitely agree that creating a secondary ceiling has never been so elegant.
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Hexagon Mesh Hexagon S

With Hexagon, the magic starts by using
basic shapes and joining them together into a net-like composition that works best as a secondary ceiling. It’s the perfect

pick for all those projects that are more than functional and attract attention with its distinct look.

But not only that... Hexagon is a luminaire that offers far more! It does not only guarantee high-quality general illumination
but also gives you creative space to make it as big

and as bold as you want. 
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Trix RV Trix SDI Trix C/S

Thinner, lower, and more convenient, but still has it all. Trix boasts of minimalistic design, modularity, high efficiency, and
resistance without giving up on its looks.It is born for supermarkets, schools, office and industrial plants. Long lines are really

easy to install. Choose track spotlights when illuminating focus zones or linear optic for uniform illumination; the set of
modules is really vast, for any occasion.
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Gyon C/S Gyon RV

Gyon RV T-bar Gyon SDI

Gyon RI

The possibility of endless lines allows you to go as far as you want. Thanks to the modularity, the luminaire can be designed,
as you want it and to go in different directions. This is only the beginning of what you can create with Gyon.

Outstanding performance plus bespoke lengths is the perfect recipe for your modular solution, to find the best possible fit
and excellent end result. The way you combine the light lines is up to you, as it should be.
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Wave Round SDI Wave Round C/S

Challenge your creativity by designing figures of repetition or an original combination of different shapes and sizes. It’s an
object that seeks attention without taking control over your space. 

‘Wave Round’ may look all glitz and glam, but it also boast with increased efficiency and reduced glare and is as such
appropriate for your reception, building entrance or a shopping centre.
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Karo RV Karo C

The basic geometric shape is representing the pure and the rational. The expected choice would be to link the same forms
together, but sometimes, beauty comes from doing the op posite so as to surprise.

An interesting space needs both, structure and softness. The Karo’s basic form adds some or der into the entirety of space.
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Tracker RI

Tracker is made to track the fluid architecture. It is the first luminaire to go beyond horizontal movement and  by far our most
adjustable trimless luminaire when it comes to shapes.

Inspired by soft and fluid forms from nature and architecture Tracker can create limitless forms and shapes that, like in
nature, are never linear. With it it is like drawing light in space. 
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Sword Line RV Sword RV

Size matters. Sword is a powerful luminaire,
appropriate for high ceilings or situations where you need a bigger size profile when defining a space. It offers a uniform

general illumination that is simply efficient.

It’s flexible and modular in its possibilities,
available as a single luminaire or as a lighting

system that allows different options.
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Edge In Edge Out

Create graphics with light or soften your edges with a luminaire that offers a pure effect of light without really seeing the
product. Edge can be discretely blended in your ceiling or wall, and at the same time provide uniform and controlled

illumination. It comes in dimensions that fit your plaster ceiling like a glove and focuses attention just where it needs to be.
It’s a luminaire that brings you space to life.
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Canvas C/S 350 R Canvas C/S 600

Canvas

This is a solution for those who want colour,
form and function combined in a distinctive

and elegant luminaire with a high visual comfort.

By placing the aesthetical accent on the frame, the contrast between lit and non-lit surfaces is softened and the perception of
depth is changed. For fixture personalization, colour is introduced, while different sizes allow you to play with a variety of

combinations.
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Cove C Cove RV

Give your space a feeling of a light coming in or put it in under casades and shelves to light up the things that need to be
seen. Cove is a light that can be decorative, functional or both at the same time as it always create an uniform lighting with

an elegant touch.

Place it in a Hotel lobby or a room and make your guests feel welcome, use it in a closet, under cascades and shelves or
blend it with corridor interiors to give your visitors that extra feeling. Cove will make you only see

the light, and not the luminaire.
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Skylar SDI Y

Skylar

Forget about boring office light that reveals everything within one look! Here’s Skyler and it’s here to surprise! The first thing to
wow is itssee-through plate, and that’s not even the only

thing that’s beautiful. With it’s black and whitecolour combination and thinness it’s a true designer’s piece, ages away from
commonoffice lighting solutions.

Because it’s the insight that counts, Skyler boasts with a perfect combination of indirect and direct lighting, not only creating a
feeling of spaciousness, but also providing a high quality office light without any glare. It’s additional option is also a RGB or

tuneable white meant to spice up the indirect illumination.
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Flea RV Round Flea RV Orientable Flea RV Decorative

Flea, Atos and Fyo represent a low light level range that has many application possibilities, like a special atmosphere in
wellness centers, accent on shelves, night illumination and many more.

They are small and this is precisely their biggest advantage.
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Fyo RV Fyo C

Fyo represents a low light level range that has many application possibilities, just like creating a special atmosphere in
wellness centres, accent on shelves, night illumination and many more.

It is small and this is precisely it's biggest advantage.
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Atos RV Atos RVO

Flea, Atos and Fyo represent a low light level range that has many application possibilities, like a special atmosphere in
wellness centers, accent on shelves, night illumination and many more.

They are small and this is precisely their biggest advantage.
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Pipes RVSQ Pipes RVS

Pipes RI Pipes R Spot/Slot

Pipes RV

A range of recessed LED spots brings together efficiency and customization.
With a wide range of colour combinations, power options, and sizes, Pipes R is a spot that can either blend in discretely

or becomes an eye-catching element inthe space.

The concept of »Less is more« goes beyond the design itself or the way space is used. Each and every product component
has been optimized to make the Pipes R highly efficient and affordable.
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Conic RV Conic RI

 When you want a spot on a higher level, choose Conic. It’s distinguished by prestigious finishes, wide range of colours and
clean looks.

Most of all, Conic stands out for its innovative, easy and clean installation in a finished plaster ceilings, with tools of standard
sizes and no puttying.The front of the fixture is what makes it unique and different. To achieve high visual comfort the

reflector is inwardly recessed.
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Pipes S Pipes T

Pipes SRI Pipes RIO/RVO

Pipes C

The simple shape is neutral and widely gener ic to fit easily anywhere. Thanks to a variety of applications, an uncompromising
performance and high efficiency, it has the power to point the attention and to create a special atmo sphere in a space.

The front of the fixture is what makes it unique and different. To achieve high visual comfort the reflector is inwardly recessed,
while the funnel acts as a transition zone to minimize the contrast.
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Hunter RV Hunter RIO/RVOHunter RI

 Modern retail shops cannot afford to be uniform. To provoke the desired response of buyers, sections with high sales
potential have to be enhanced in the right way.

Hunter spot is designed to make your products stand out and help you create a desirable over all brand experience.
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Cub C Cub C3

A common problem in the apartment buildings is, that electricity is usually in the wrong position. This was our inspiration
when creating Cub, a light that can be used as a classical spotlight, that blends in the surroundings, or as a system of spots

that will seamlessly hide the electrical installation and relocate it whenever you need it. 

Don't let the size of the luminaire fool you, as it offers a strong spotlight and high efficiency, but at the same time gives an
opportunity to create an eye-catching element which gives your space a character. 
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Nola RV Nola SNola C

Challenge its small size and put it in lighting compositions that follow the architecture, use it to give people guidance or draw
attention to what needs to be seen.

And if it’s not enough exciting already, creating a unique lighting system using Nola can be even more fun if you pair it with its
bigger sister Lona and get an elegant detail that highlights the important part of the architecture, or combine it with linear

luminaires t o create a discrete guidance through space. It’s a luminaire that can easily catch the rhythm of your architecture,
enriching it with excitement, and making every heart skip a beat.
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Nitor RV Pro Nitor RV HE

Nitor RV Flaat D. 220 Pipes RIO/RVO

Nitor RV Flat D.
154

The classic downlight has been fundamentally improved and overhauled. With uncompromising performance, maximum
efficiency and with a wide variety of applications it has become an indispensable part of (almost) every project.

It's also a relamping opportunity, where energy consumption can be decreased by up to 70% and a fast payback time can
be reached. Moreover, with the same diameter, the luminaire replacement is quick and clean, with no need for additional

ceiling work.
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